
Turnkey solution

Benefiting from an extraordinary experience feedback 
from more than 60 countries, and with more than 
200 constructions per year, C-Lines has been able to 
adapt and offer with high quality cow barns that are 
bio secured and resistant to any weather condition. 

For milk or for suckler cows, C-LINES offers different 
types of cow barns to meet the highest requirements.

C-LINES offers different types of cow barns to meet 
the highest requirements. These buildings offer the 
best performance in terms of environmental control 
and biosecurity. Animal welfare is one of our priorities, 
thus maximizing the feed conversion rate, milk and 
meat production.

A heavy duty range, varied and always in evolution

Cow Barns 
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It can be done in metal sheets or in sandwich panels. C-Lines have different solutions to avoid 
condensation and adapted to every climate conditions. 
We also propose a varied range of skylights domes and natural lights openings in the roof in 
order to maximize natural light inside the barn. 

Roofing

Consists of a heavy duty I beam frame, painted or galvanized, a structure with durable 
performance and challenging all weather conditions! 
Bays are adapted to cow boxes not to interfere with uses. Many adaptations such as milk tank 
rooms; veterinarian rooms can be added. 

Our design will guarantee you a minimum energy consumption, and easy maintenance. 
Having acquired experience in the construction of large industrial farms, C-Lines knows how to 
preserve high-end assets for high profitability requirements. 

Structure

In metal sheets, sandwich panels or anti-wind netting, C-Lines has different solutions to close 
the barn and adapted to every climate conditions. We also offer different evolutions in order to 
automatize openings for ventilation, such as curtain systems or ventilation flaps. 

Claddings

Benefiting from an extraordinary experience feedback in more than 60 countries, and with 
more than 100 constructions per year, C-lines has been able to adapt and offer heavy duty 
doors.

Door frames and finishes

Our catalog of options range from the so-called «functional» building to the «turnkey» building.
Options


